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About This Game

In SLEEPOVER, you're either the Slasher or the Homeowner. The Slasher is loud, wearing boots and equipped with a Knife.
The Slasher doesn't play nice and is someone you should avoid as the Homeowner. The Homeowner is quiet, equipped with only

their bare hands. Don't underestimate the Homeowner though... if the Homeowner sneaks up on the Slasher, it's lights out.

The Slasher has a knife though so be careful if you're the Homeowner. You can try and use the Lightswitches to make a room
light or dark. Try and hide behind furniture or jump out a window. The Homeowner's house is small, but has many entrances.

You've got three minutes until the police arrive to save the Homeowner. If the Homeowner spends too much time hiding, the
Slasher will steal their stuff and leave to win the round.

SLASHER
*Loud

*Has a Knife
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*Dark Clothes
*Bright Mask

HOMEOWNER
*Quiet

*Does not have a Knife
*Can Choke-hold Slasher from behind
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Title: SLEEPOVER
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
JarthGames
Publisher:
JarthGames
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64 or 32 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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taught me everything i need to know, i now have 17 girlfriends and 3 boyfriends. i love it. 10/10, has enough anime ladies. The
game play is also refreshing; fun to sit back, listen to some rocking jams and avoid the bullets... And maybe see a bit of hentai..
WHen i saw this added on steam i'm not gonna lie i flipped out. Have always wanted to play this after countless hours on 2 way
back when as a kid and while the games differ slightly still same concept. I was only disappointed by the game feeling more
high fantasy over dark fantasy like its sequel but it's still great. Number 1 babyyy. I'm terrible at debating and making my point.
But there are some interesting cards that are handled to you...and you just laugh. Definitely a fun game to play while drunk.
Everything makes sense :P haha. Constantly crashing. Everything else works, but come on, its pretty hard to create something
when its shutting down every 4 minutes.. I'm kind of torn on this game. It has one of the most enjoyable movement systems I've
ever used in a game, with the ability to fly around the battlefield executed very well and its a lot of fun.

But the core gameplay loop is extremely repetative. You spend the entire time jumping from titan to titan which while in itself
is pretty cool, theres not much to it. You hop around murdering things and run out of blades and gas in like 10 seconds, go
restock, and repeat.

The game is VERY buggy. The titans spaz out all the time and clip all over the place, the movement system gets caught up on
certain buildings to the point where i literally got stuck inside an area that was surrounded by buildings that had a lip on the roof,
the movement system couldnt figure out how to get me out of it without the use of gas, which i was out of. So i had to restart.

It is pretty fun, but its about as deep as a glass of water. The story follows the anime exactly, so its by default good.

I like the game but i would recommend waiting for a sale, i dont think its worth full price.
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so i maxed out all the relics i guess they are called in about 9 hours and the ring stopped working no more added time for bosses
i guess. Kinda lame that its all capped at max 20 some 15 or even 5. altough i understand the need to max some of those relics
maybe add more \/ make some last longer because ive already progressed as far as i can go in like 9 hours wich does not really
justify the price.

Hope updates get released frequently so that it was money well spent because as of now it is not.. There's one goal in this game,
to make money with as little pollution as possible.
The mechanics are simple. The graphics are cute.
The first level is honestly quite boring.
The only scale of difficulty is new levels, which are more unfair than difficult.
All they do is introduce more natural dissasters to destroy your buildings;
all this does is prolong the game, or if you're bad, end it.
Fleshed out a little more this game could have been good.

tl,dr: Overall a waste of money due to the fact that the first level is the only "enjoyable" one.

Everyone saying you can't use pollution inducing buildings... you definitely can;
when playing on Mars I would encourage it even.. This game has cool visuals, great sound and nice gameplay - great game for
multiplayer. But it has one big fat con - NO ONLINE MULTIPLAYER. I think if developers ever add it, this game ups in tops
;-). DATE = 14\/10\/2014

*** As stated by the developers its an Alpha product, If there was an Early Access program for software and not just games on
Steam they would have used it.

------ THE GOOD -------

- That being said, this product is already at a very usable position. Its got an fantastic node based UI which makes chopping and
changing your shaders a really easy experience.

- The integrated Text Editor is fantastic.

- I love the DARK UI, All of the tools I use i try and get the dark UI where possible (intellij, Sublime, Mono). Don't
underestimate the productivity increase when you love the environment you work in ;)

- The immediate feedback you get while seeing your effect on a model in real time is amazing. This is my first ever shader tool
and im very happy.

- THE DEVELOPERS ARE GREAT, this should not be played down at all. The day it released (at least when i found it), it had
a huge bug that prevented AMD GPU users from using the GLSL part of the app, it was completely broken. After a few of us
said so on the forum, the dev told us they were ON IT :) Then about 12 hours later there was an update that fixed it completely
:) Ive also seen them do the same with other bugs other users have had. They are very competent.

------THE BAD------

- There is still a lot to do to get this product where I think it could be. At this point in time it only supports DX, and Open GL4.

- In future I REALLY want to see OpenGL ES support for GLSL ES. I enjoy developing for mobile, so at this point in time I
only use ShaderTool to mess about on PC. I really would love to use this for Android stuff :)

-----------------------------------------------------------------

THE END

TLDR GOOD - Great App, Great Devs, Already VERY usable, TONS of potential..... GREAT DEVS ;)
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TLDR BAD - Still very early in development, NO OpenGL ES Support yet.. A nice , chill game, i recommend it if you wanna
be relaxed ,yet having fun. Can't wait for more updates. Many people have been complaining about this game "Its an rpg maker
game it should be free!"
 many other complaints, if you dont want to play it or to play another rpg maker game, then do it. I have had alot of fun with this
game and it was worth every penny. it's very fun and i enjoy the story and i am proud that my money could support them! and i
am also looking forward to any future releases of this game :) 11/10 would buy again!. I enjoyed this. It's a puzzle game in
which the objective is to reach the end of the level whilst not treading on the same tile more than once. Simple premise, simple
game but fun for the short time it lasts (approx 30-60m).

The difficulty of the levels doesn't increase linearly over time. Instead, the odd level stands out as a difficulty spike.. Very bad, i
feel like i wasted 1$ for this game

Server Browser / Friends List:
Players should now be able to find multiplayer sessions hosted by friends on Steam. Until now the Server Browser would only
show multiplayer sessions from users with the same Steam Download Region settings as you, this may still be the case but
solving this issue is the current focus of the project. Please continue to report any bugs or issues you encounter and I will do my
best to address them.

Thanks,
Garth of Jarth Games
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